
COMFORT SLEEPER (Ver.8)  

DISASSEMBLY & REASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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Tools: 1/2” & 7/16” sockets, 7/16” wrench, wood block 5” tall, 
or mallet plus wood block = 5” (Impact driver optional)

Open bed as shown

Tilt sofa forward onto its Front Arms
Unhook Velcro holding Dust Cover to back edge of sofa 

(Low leg sleepers only)

High Leg Sleeper with “Ear” that extends over the arm

Low Leg Sleeper without “Ear” 

DISASSEMBLY
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Remove Bolt that locks Arm to the 
Frame on Back with “Ear”

Remove the Bottom Support Panel  
(High Leg only)

Remove the two Springs

Place a 5” Block under the Back, 
near the Arm, and press down on 
the top of the Arm as shown to 
release the Back from the Arm on 
both sides of the sofa

“Ear”

DISASSEMBLY
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Remove Back with “EAR” 
by lifting it  up and away

For Backs without “EAR”, remove the 
Inside Back Bolts as shown 

For Backs without “EAR”, remove the Inside 
Back Bolts and lift the Back up as shown

“Ear”

DISASSEMBLY
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Return the sofa back onto its legs.
Remove Two Bolts from each side of the Middle 
Mattress Section.

Lift Middle and Front Mattress Assembly away from the sofa 
and fold it on the floor Close the Mechanism from both sides

DISASSEMBLY
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Mechanism in closed position

Remove 4 Bolts from the Back Bed 
Section on each side, and remove 
Back Support Tube

Lift Back Bed Section up and out of the sofa Remove the Square Back Tube with 7/16” socket 
and wrench

DISASSEMBLY
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Remove 2 Bolts from each side of  the Camel Hump Rail Camel Hump Rail

Disassembled Sleeper components

DISASSEMBLY
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Install 2 Bolts on each side of  the Camel Hump Rail
Install the Square Back Tube with 7/16” socket 
and wrench – Tube mounts on TOP of bracket

Install Back Bed Section onto mech 

Install 4 bolts on each side.  Back 
Support Tube is attached using the 
2nd hole from the bottom

RESASSEMBLY
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Install 2 Bolts through the Bracket on each side 
Open the Mech and Place Middle and Front Mattress Assembly 
onto Mech Brackets

Install Back with “EAR” by lining up Hook and Peg

Hook

Peg

Press in and down to seat the Hook and Peg

RESASSEMBLY

Open the Mechanism
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Roll sofa body forward onto its Front Arms Install Spring on each side

Install Bolt(s) on each side to attach Back to ArmsInstall the Bottom Support Panel  (High Leg only)

Wider

Narrower

Rear of sofa

RESASSEMBLY

Wider

Narrower
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Roll the assembled Sleeper to the upright position as shown.  Close and open the sleeper to test it.

RESASSEMBLY
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1. To begin, open the comfort sleeper as shown.  
Remove the two bolts connecting the middle bed 
section to the mechanism, as shown in the enlarged 
view.  Do this on both the left and right sides.

Remove
Bolts

3.  Roll the comfort sleeper forward, as shown.  Open 
the dustcover on the bottom by pulling to release the 
velcro holding it closed.

Velcro

Dustcover

2. With the four (4) bolts removed, lift the front bed 
sections away from the comfort sleeper and set 
aside.

5.  With the four bolts removed (from the previous 
step), the back can now be lifted away from the sleeper 
and set aside.

4.  With the dustcover open, you have access to the 
bolts securing the back to the arms.  Remove the two 
bolts, as shown in the figure above, from both sides of 
the comfort sleeper.

Tools needed to completely disassemble 
Version 6 Comfort Sleeper:

-OR-

Electric Drill Ratchet
(Preferred tool for 
quick disassembly)

(Used in step 8)
7/16” Wrench1/2” & 7/16”

Sockets

Twenty (20) total 5/16” Bolts removed 
during disassembly.

Four (4) total 1/4” Bolts removed 
during disassembly.

5/16” Bolt
(1/2” Head)

1/4” Bolt
(7/16” Head)

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts

Version 8 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly
No “T” Style Back
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8.  Remove the two bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the front rail to the arm.  With the 
bolts removed, set the front rail aside.

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts

Front Rail

7. To remove the square tube, remove the two bolts 
on both sides of the comfort sleeper.  With all (4) 
four bolts removed, set the square tube aside.

Remove
Bolts

Square Tube

Completely Disassembled:

Back

Back Bed Section
Right Arm & Mechanism

Front & Middle Bed Sections
with Front Deck

Front Rail with Dustcover Attached

Left Arm & Mechanism

6. Remove (4) four bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the back bed section to the 
mechanism.  Start from the bottom, leaving a single 
top bolt on each side.  Hold the back bed section 
while removing the last two bolts.  Set the back bed 
section aside.

Remove Bolts

Back Bed
Section

Square Tube

Version 8 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly
No “T” Style Back
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly
“T” Style Back

1. To begin, open the comfort sleeper as shown.  
Remove the two bolts connecting the middle bed 
section to the mechanism, as shown in the enlarged 
view.  Do this on both the left and right sides.

3.  Roll the comfort sleeper forward, as shown.  Open 
the dustcover on the bottom by pulling to release the 
velcro holding it closed.

5.  Turn the sofa upright and place a block (taller than 
the sofa leg) under the back near the arm.  Press down 
firmly as shown in the figure above to release the arm 
from the back.

4.  With the dustcover open, you have access to the 
bolt securing the arm to the back.  Remove the bolt, 
as shown in the figure above, from both sides of the 
comfort sleeper.

2. With the four (4) bolts removed, lift the front bed 
sections away from the comfort sleeper and set 
aside.

Remove
Bolts

Velcro

6.  Lift the back up and away from the arms.  Set the 
back aside.

Dustcover

Remove BoltRemove Bolt

Block
(taller than leg)
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly

Completely Disassembled:

7. Remove (4) four bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the back bed section to the 
mechanism.  Start from the bottom, leaving a single top 
bolt on each side.  Hold the back bed section while 
removing the last two bolts.  Set the back bed section 
aside.

8. To remove the square tube, remove the two bolts 
on both sides of the comfort sleeper.  With all (4) 
four bolts removed, set the square tube aside.

Remove
Bolts

9.  Remove the two bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the front rail to the arm.  With the 
bolts removed, set the front rail aside.

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts

Front Rail

Square Tube
Remove Bolts

Back Bed
Section

Square Tube

Back

Back Bed Section
Right Arm & Mechanism

Front & Middle Bed Sections
with Front Deck

Front Rail with Dustcover Attached

Left Arm & Mechanism

“T” Style Back
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly
No “T” Style Back

1. To begin, open the comfort sleeper as shown.  
Remove the two bolts connecting the middle bed 
section to the mechanism, as shown in the enlarged 
view.  Do this on both the left and right sides.

Remove
Bolts

3.  Roll the comfort sleeper forward, as shown.  Open 
the dustcover on the bottom by pulling to release the 
velcro holding it closed.

Velcro

Dustcover

2. With the four (4) bolts removed, lift the front bed 
sections away from the comfort sleeper and set 
aside.

5.  With the four bolts removed (from the previous 
step), the back can now be lifted away from the sleeper 
and set aside.

4.  With the dustcover open, you have access to the 
bolts securing the back to the arms.  Remove the two 
bolts, as shown in the figure above, from both sides of 
the comfort sleeper.

Tools needed to completely disassemble 
Version 6 Comfort Sleeper:

-OR-

Electric Drill Ratchet
(Preferred tool for 
quick disassembly)

(Used in step 8)
7/16” Wrench1/2” & 7/16”

Sockets

Twenty (20) total 5/16” Bolts removed 
during disassembly.

Four (4) total 1/4” Bolts removed 
during disassembly.

5/16” Bolt
(1/2” Head)

1/4” Bolt
(7/16” Head)

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly

8.  Remove the two bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the front rail to the arm.  With the 
bolts removed, set the front rail aside.

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts

Front Rail

7. To remove the square tube, remove the two bolts 
on both sides of the comfort sleeper.  With all (4) 
four bolts removed, set the square tube aside.

Remove
Bolts

Square Tube

Completely Disassembled:

Back

Back Bed Section
Right Arm & Mechanism

Front & Middle Bed Sections
with Front Deck

Front Rail with Dustcover Attached

Left Arm & Mechanism

6. Remove (4) four bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the back bed section to the 
mechanism.  Start from the bottom, leaving a single 
top bolt on each side.  Hold the back bed section 
while removing the last two bolts.  Set the back bed 
section aside.

Remove Bolts

Back Bed
Section

No “T” Style Back

Square Tube
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly
“T” Style Back

1. To begin, open the comfort sleeper as shown.  
Remove the two bolts connecting the middle bed 
section to the mechanism, as shown in the enlarged 
view.  Do this on both the left and right sides.

3.  Roll the comfort sleeper forward, as shown.  Open 
the dustcover on the bottom by pulling to release the 
velcro holding it closed.

5.  Turn the sofa upright and place a block (taller than 
the sofa leg) under the back near the arm.  Press down 
firmly as shown in the figure above to release the arm 
from the back.

4.  With the dustcover open, you have access to the 
bolt securing the arm to the back.  Remove the bolt, 
as shown in the figure above, from both sides of the 
comfort sleeper.

2. With the four (4) bolts removed, lift the front bed 
sections away from the comfort sleeper and set 
aside.

Remove
Bolts

Velcro

6.  Lift the back up and away from the arms.  Set the 
back aside.

Dustcover

Remove BoltRemove Bolt

Block
(taller than leg)
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Version 6 Comfort Sleeper Complete Disassembly

Completely Disassembled:

7. Remove (4) four bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the back bed section to the 
mechanism.  Start from the bottom, leaving a single top 
bolt on each side.  Hold the back bed section while 
removing the last two bolts.  Set the back bed section 
aside.

8. To remove the square tube, remove the two bolts 
on both sides of the comfort sleeper.  With all (4) 
four bolts removed, set the square tube aside.

Remove
Bolts

9.  Remove the two bolts on each side of the comfort 
sleeper that secure the front rail to the arm.  With the 
bolts removed, set the front rail aside.

Remove BoltsRemove Bolts

Front Rail

Square Tube
Remove Bolts

Back Bed
Section

Square Tube

Back

Back Bed Section
Right Arm & Mechanism

Front & Middle Bed Sections
with Front Deck

Front Rail with Dustcover Attached

Left Arm & Mechanism

“T” Style Back
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Comfort Sleeper Armless
Connecting the armless sides of two comfort sleepers using U-shaped clips

1. Line up the comfort sleepers, and push the armless 
sides together.

2. Use one hand to squeeze the armless side panels 
together.  Use the other hand to slide the U-shaped clip 
over both decks as shown.  Place the U-shaped clip 
about four inches from the front of the armless panels 
as shown in the image above.

Front U-Shaped
Clip
Front U-Shaped
Clip

Rear
U-Shaped
Clip

Rear 
U-Shaped
Clip

3.   Install the second U-shaped clip towards the back of 
the armless side panels as shown in the picture above.  
With both U-shaped clips in place, the sectionals will be 
secure.

Screws

Bolt

4”U-Shaped
Clip
U-Shaped
Clip
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Version 6 Sectional High Leg Comfort Sleeper Back Removal

Tools needed to remove high leg 
Comfort Sleeper back:

NOTE: Mechanism not shown for clarity purposes

-OR-

Electric Drill Ratchet
(Preferred tool for 
quick disassembly)

1/2”
Socket

Four (4) total 5/16” Bolts removed during back removal.

5/16” Bolt
(1/2” Head)

Brynlee (BRY):

Six (6) total 5/16” Bolts removed during back removal.Hannah (HNH):

Frame Spacer

Note:  Brynlee shown.  Hannah
is similar, but has one additional
bolt on the armside to be removed.

Metal Sectional
Bracket

Figure A. Sectional Brynlee (BRY) and Hannah (HNH) comfort 
sleepers have a frame spacer on each side, as well as a metal sectional 
bracket on each side.  The metal sectional bracket secures the back to 
the frame spacers.

Figure B.  Remove the two bolts pointed out in image above with 
a 1/2” socket.  Do this for both sides of the back.  With all four (4) 
bolts removed you can lift up the back and remove it from the 
comfort sleeper. 

Back

Frame Spacer

Metal Sectional
Bracket

Back

Frame Spacer

Metal Sectional
Bracket

Remove These BoltsRemove These Bolts



 
American Leather V5 Comfort Sleeper Disassembly for Delivery Instructions     8/26/08          P.1 

   
1. Open bed and roll sofa body forward as shown                   2.Release the Velcro holding the dustcover flap to the Back 
              of the sofa and let it lay on the floor 

   
3.  Remove bolt(s) on each side of sofa as shown. Sofas          4.  Roll the sofa upright and place a block under the back  
     where the Back of the sofa does not overhang the Arm            near the sofa leg. 
     have more than one bolt on each side of the sofa 

   
5.  Press down on the top arm with your knee to release the    6.  Lift the Back up and out to remove 
     Back.  Move the block to the other arm and repeat. 
 



 
American Leather V5 Comfort Sleeper Disassembly for Delivery Instructions     8/26/08          P.2 

    
7.  Reposition back and line up Hooks                 8. Press down hard on each side of sofa to attach Back 

    
9.  Roll sofa forward as shown                                                  10.  Re install bolts 

    
11. Position hands in a wide stance and attach dustcover         12.  Open and close sofa to test 
      being careful not to create diagonal wrinkles  
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